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ABSTRACT

Categorial Grammar comprises a family of lexicalized theories of
grammar characterized by very tight coupling of syntactic derivation and
semantic composition, having their origin in the work of Frege. Some versions of CG have extremely restricted expressive power, corresponding to
the smallest known natural family of formal languages that properly includes the context-free. Nevertheless, they are also strongly adequate to
the capture of a wide range of cross-linguistically attested non-contextfree constructions. For these reasons, categorial grammars have been quite
widely applied, not only to linguistic analysis of challenging phenomena
such as coordination and unbounded dependency, but to computational linguistics and psycholinguistic modeling.
1. I NTRODUCTION . Categorial Grammar (CG) is a “strictly” lexicalized theory of
natural language grammar, in which the linear order of constituents and their interpretation in the sentences of a language are entirely defined by the lexical entries for the
words that compose them, while a language-independent universal set of rules projects
the lexicon onto the strings and corresponding meanings of the language. Many of
the key features of Categorial Grammar have over the years been assimilated by other
theoretical syntactic frameworks. In particular, there are recent signs of convergence
from the Minimalist Program within the transformational generative tradition (Chomsky 1995; Berwick and Epstein 1995; Cormack and Smith 2005; Boeckx 2008:250).
Categorial grammars are widely used in various slightly different forms discussed
below by linguists interested in the relation between semantics and syntactic derivation. Among them are computational linguists who for reasons of efficiency in practical
applications wish to keep that coupling as simple and direct as possible. Categorial
grammars have been applied to the syntactic and semantic analysis of a wide variety
of constructions, including those involving unbounded dependencies, in a wide variety
of languages (e.g. Moortgat 1988b; Steele 1990; Whitelock 1991; Morrill and Solias
1993; Hoffman 1995; Nishida 1996; Kang 1995, 2002; Bozşahin 1998, 2002; Komagata 1999; Baldridge 1998, 2002; Trechsel 2000; Cha and Lee 2000; Park and Cho
2000; Çakıcı 2005, 2009; Ruangrajitpakorn et al. 2009; Bittner 2011, 2014; Kubota
2010; Lee and Tonhauser 2010; Bekki 2010; Tse and Curran 2010).
Categorial grammar is generally regarded as having its origin in Frege’s remarkable
1879 Begriffsschrift, which proposed and formalized the language that we now know as
first-order predicate logic (FOPL) as a Leibnizian calculus in terms of the combination
of functions and arguments, thereby laying the foundations of all modern logics and
programming languages, and opening up the possibility that natural language grammar
could be thought of in the same way. This possibility was investigated in its syntactic and computational aspect for small fragments of natural language by Ajdukiewicz
(1935) (who provided the basis for the modern notations), Bar-Hillel (1953) and BarHillel et al. (1964) (who gave categorial grammar its name), and Lambek (1958) (who
initiated the type-logical interpretation of CG).
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It was soon recognized that these original categorial grammars were context-free
(Lyons 1968), and therefore unlikely to be adequately expressive for natural languages
(Chomsky 1957), because of the existence of unbounded or otherwise “long range”
syntactic and semantic dependencies between elements such as those italicized in the
following examples:1
(1) a. These are the songs they say that the Syrens sang.
b. The Syrens sang and say that they wrote these songs.
c. Some Syren said that she had written each song.
(∃∀/∀∃)
d. Every Syren thinks that the sailors heard her.
Frege’s challenge was taken up in categorial terms by Geach (1970) (initiating the
combinatory generalization of CG), and Montague (1970b) (initiating direct compositionality, both discussed below) In particular, Montague (1973) influentially developed
the first substantial categorial fragment of English combining syntactic analysis (using a version of Ajdukiewicz’ notation) with semantic composition in the tradition of
Frege (using Church’s λ -calculus as a “glue language” to formalize the compositional
process).
In the latter paper, Montague used a non-monotonic operation expressed in terms of
structural change to accomodate long range dependencies involved in quantifier scope
alternation and pronoun-binding, illustrated in (1c,d). However, in 1970b he had laid
out a more ambitious program, according to which the relation between syntax and
semantics in all natural languages would be strictly homomorphic, like the syntax and
semantics in the model theory for a mathematical, logical, or programming language,
in the spirit of Frege’s original program.
For example, the standard model theory for the language of first-order predicate logic
(FOPL) has a small context-free set of syntactic rules, recursively defining the structure
of negated, conjunctive, quantified, etc. clauses in terms of operators ¬, ∧, ∀x etc. and
their arguments. The semantic component then consists of a set of rules paired oneto-one with the syntactic rules, compositionally defining truth of an expression of that
syntactic type solely in terms of truth of the arguments of the operator in question (see
Robinson 1974).
Two observations are in order when seeking to generalize such Fregean systems as
FOPL to human language. One is that the mechanism whereby an operator such as ∀x
“binds” a variable x in a term of the form ∀x[P] is not usually considered part of the
syntax of the logic. If it is treated syntactically, as has on occasion been proposed for
programming languages (Aho 1968), then the syntax is in general no longer contextfree.2
The second obervation is that the syntactic structures of FOPL can be thought of
in two distinct ways. One is as the syntax of the logic itself, and the other is as a
derivational structure describing a process by which an interpretations has been constructed. The most obvious context-free derivational structures are isomorphic to the
logical syntax, such as those which apply its rules directly to the analysis of the string,
either bottom-up or top-down. However, even for a context-free grammar, derivation
structure may be determined by a different “covering” syntax, such as a “normal form”
1
These constructions in English were shown by Gazdar (1981) to be coverable with only context-free
resources in Generalized Phrase Structure Grammar (GPSG), whose “slash” notation for capturing such dependencies is derived from but not equivalent to the categorial notation developed below. However, Huybregts
(1984) and Shieber (1985) proved Chomsky’s widely accepted conjecture that in general such dependencies
require greater than CF expressive power.
2
This observation might be relevant to the analysis of “bound variable” pronouns like that in (1d).
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grammar. (Such covering grammars are sometimes used for compiling programming
languages, for reasons such as memory efficiency.) Such covering derivations are irrelevant to interpretation, and do not count as a representational level of the language
itself. In considering different notions of structure involved in theories of natural language grammar, it is important to be clear whether one is talking about logical syntax
or derivational structure.
Recent work in categorial grammar has built on the Fregeo-Montagovian foundation
in two distinct directions, neither of which is entirely true to its origins. One group of
researchers has made its main priority capturing the semantics of diverse constructions
in natural languages using standard logics, often replacing Montague’s structurally nonmonotone “quantifying in” operation by more obviously compositional rules or memory storage devices. Its members have tended to either remain agnostic as to the syntactic operations involved or assume some linguistically-endorsed syntactic theory such as
transformational grammar or GPSG (e.g. Partee 1975; Cooper 1983; Szabolcsi 1997;
Jacobson 1999; Heim and Kratzer 1998), sometimes using extended notions of scope
within otherwise standard logics (e.g. Kamp and Reyle 1993; Groenendijk and Stokhof
1991; Ciardelli and Roelofsen 2011), or tolerating a certain increase in complexity in
the form of otherwise syntactically or semantically unmotivated surface-compositional
syntactic operators or type-changing rules on the syntactic side (e.g. Bach 1979; Dowty
1982; Hoeksema and Janda 1988; Jacobson 1992; Hendriks 1993; Barker 2002) and the
Lambek tradition (e.g. Lambek 1958, 2001; van Benthem 1983, 1986; Moortgat 1988a;
Oehrle 1988; Morrill 1994; Carpenter 1995; Bernardi 2002; Casadio 2001; Moot 2002;
Grefenstette et al. 2011).
Other post-Montagovian approaches have sought to reduce syntactic complexity, at
the expense of expelling some apparently semantic phenomena from the logical language entirely, particularly quantifier scope alternation and pronominal binding, relegating them to offline specification of scopally underspecified logical forms (e.g. Kempson and Cormack 1981; Reyle 1993; Poesio 1995; Koller and Thater 2006; Pollard
1984), or extragrammatical discourse reference (e.g. Webber 1978; Bosch 1983)
One reason for this diversity and divergence within the broad church of categorial
grammar is that the long-range and/or unbounded dependencies exemplified in (1)
above, which provide the central challenge for any theory of grammar and for the
Fregean approach in particular, fall into three distinct groups. Relativization, topicalization, and right node-raising are clearly unbounded and clearly syntactic, being subject
to strong island constraints, such as the “fixed subject constraint”, as in (2a).
(2) a. #This is the Syren they wonder whether sang a song.
b. Some Syren claimed that each song was the best.
(∃∀/#∀∃)
c. Every Syren claimed that some song was the best.
(∀∃/∃∀)
d. Every Syren thinks that her song is the best.
On the other hand, the binding of pronouns and other nominals as dependents of quantifiers is equally clearly completely insensitive to islands, as in (2d), while quantifier
scope inversion is a mixed phenomenon, with the universals every and each apparently
unable to invert scope out of embedded subject positions, as in (2b), while the existentials can do so (2c).
The linguistic literature in general is conflicted on the precise details of what species
of dependency and scope is allowed where. However, there is general agreement that
while syntactic long-range dependencies are mostly nested, and the occasions when
crossing dependencies are allowed are very narrowly specified syntactically, intrasentential binding of pronouns and dependent existentials is essentially free within the
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scope of the operator. For example, crossing and nesting binding dependencies in the
following seem equally good:
(3) Every sailori knows that every Syren j thinks she j /hei saw himi /her j .
It follows that those researchers whose primary concern is with pronoun binding in
semantics tend to define their Fregean theory of grammar in terms of different sets
of combinatory operators from those researchers whose primary concern is syntactic
dependency. Thus, not all categorial theories discussed below are commensurable.
2. P URE C ATEGORIAL G RAMMARS . In all varieties of Categorial Grammar, elements like verbs are associated with a syntactic “category” which identifies them as
Fregean functions, and specifies the type and directionality of their arguments and the
type of their result. We here use the “result leftmost” notation in which a rightwardcombining functor over a domain β into a range α are written α/β , while the corresponding leftward-combining functor is written α\β .3
α and β may themselves be function categories. For example, a transitive verb is a
function from (object) NPs into predicates—that is, into functions from (subject) NPs
into S:
(4) likes := (S\NP)/NP
All varieties of categorial grammar also include the following rules for combining
forward- and backward–looking functions with their arguments:
(5) Forward Application: (>)
X/Y Y ⇒ X
(6) Backward Application: (<)
Y X\Y ⇒ X
These rules have the form of very general binary phrase-structure rule schemata. In
fact, pure categorial grammar is just context-free grammar written in the accepting,
rather than the producing, direction, with a consequent transfer of the major burden
of specifying particular grammars from the PS rules to the lexicon. While it is now
convenient to write derivations as in a, below, they are equivalent to conventional phrase
structure derivations b:
(7) a. Mary
likes
bureaucracy b. Mary likes bureaucracy
NP
V
NP
NP (S\NP)/NP
NP
S\NP

>

VP

<

S
S
It is important to note that such tree-structures are simply a representation of the process
of derivation. They do not necessarily constitute a level of representation in the formal
grammar.
CG categories can be regarded as encoding the semantic type of their translation,
and this translation can be made explicit in the following expanded notation, which
associates a logical form with the entire syntactic category, via the colon operator, which
is assumed to have lower precedence than the categorial slash operators. (Agreement
3

There is an alternative “result on top” notation due to Lambek (1958), according to which the latter
category is written β \α. Lambek’s notation has advantages of readability in the context-free case, because
all application is adjacent cancellation. However, this advantage does not hold for trans–context-free theories
which include non-Lambek operators such as crossed composition. For such grammars, and for any analysis
in which the semantics has to be kept track of, the Lambek notation is confusing, because it does not assign
a consistent left-right position to the result α vs. the argument β .
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features are also included in the syntactic category, represented as subscripts, much as
in Bach 1983. The feature 3s is “underspecified” for gender and can combine with the
more specified 3sm by a standard unification mechanism that we will pass over here—
cf. Shieber 1986.)4
(8) likes := (S\NP3s )/NP : λ xλ y.likes0 xy
We must also expand the rules of functional application in the same way:
(9) Forward Application: (>)
X/Y : f Y : a ⇒ X : f a
(10) Backward Application: (<)
Y : a X\Y : f ⇒ X : f a
They yield derivations like the following:
(11)
Mary
likes

bureaucracy

NP3sm : mary0 (S\NP3s )/NP : likes0 NP : bureaucracy0
S\NP3s : likes0 bureaucracy0

>
<

S : likes0 bureaucracy0 mary
The derivation yields an S with a compositional interpretation, equivalent under a convention of left associativity to (likes0 bureaucracy0 )mary0 .
Coordination can be included in CG via the following category, allowing constituents
of like type to conjoin to yield a single constituent of the same type:5
(12) and := (X\X)/X
Since X is a variable over any type, and all three Xs must unify with the same type, it
allows derivations like the following.
(13) I
detest
and
oppose
bureaucracy
NP (S\NP)/NP (X\X)/X

(S\NP)/NP

NP
>

((S\NP)/NP)\((S\NP)/NP)
(S\NP)/NP

<
>

S\NP
S

<

3. C OMBINATORY C ATEGORIAL G RAMMAR . In order to allow coordination of
contiguous strings that do not constitute constituents, CCG allows certain further operations on functions and arguments related to Curry’s combinators B, T, and S, (Curry
and Feys 1958).
3.1. F UNCTION C OMPOSITION B. Functions may not only apply to arguments, but
also compose with other functions, under the following rule, first proposed in modern
4
Another notation, more in the spirit of Prolog-style unification-based formalisms like Lexical Functional
Grammar (LFG) and Head-driven Phrase Structure Grammar (HPSG) associates a unifiable logical form
with each primitive category, so that the same transitive verb might appear as follows (cf. Uszkoreit 1986;
Karttunen 1989; Bouma and van Noord 1994; Zeevat 1988):
(i) likes := (S : likes0 y x\NP3s : x)/NP : y
The advantage is that the predicate-argument structure is built directly by unification with X and Y in rules
like (5) and (6), which need no further modification to apply (cf. Pereira and Shieber 1987). Otherwise, the
choice is largely a matter of notational convenience.
5
The semantics of this category, or rather category schema, is given by Partee and Rooth (1983), and
is omitted here as a distraction. We will come to certain restrictions on the combinatory potential of this
category below.
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terms in Ades and Steedman 1982 but with antecedents in Geach (1970) and as a theorem of Lambek 1958:
(14) Forward Composition: (> B)
X/Y Y /Z ⇒ X/Z
The most important single property of combinatory rules like this is that their semantics
is completely determined under the following principle:
(15) The Principle of Combinatory Transparency: The semantic interpretation of
the category resulting from a combinatory rule is uniquely determined by the
interpretation of the slash in a category as a mapping between two sets.
In the above case, the category X/Y is a mapping of Y into X and the category Y/Z is
that of a mapping from Z into Y . Since the two occurrences of Y identify the same set,
the result category X/Z is that mapping from Z to X which constitutes the composition
of the input functions. It follows that the only semantics that we are allowed to assign,
when the rule is written in full, is as follows:
(16) Forward Composition: (>B)
X/Y : f Y /Z : g ⇒ X/Z : λ x. f (gx)
No other interpretation is allowed.6
The operation of this rightward composition rule in derivations is indicated by an
underline indexed >B (because Curry called his composition combinator B). Its effect can be seen in the derivation of sentences like I detest, and will oppose, bureaucracy, which crucially involves the composition of two verbs to yield a composite of
the same category as a transitive verb (the rest of the derivation is given in the simpler notation). It is important to observe that composition also yields an appropriate
interpretation for the composite verb will oppose, as λ x.λ y.will0 (oppose0 x) y, a category which if applied to an object bureaucracy and a subject I yields the proposition
will0 (oppose0 bureaucracy0 ) me0 . The coordination will therefore yield an appropriate
semantic interpretation.7
(17) I
detest
and
will
oppose
bureaucracy
NP (S\NP)/NP (X\X)/X (S\NP)/VP : will0 VP/NP : oppose0
(S\NP)/NP :

NP

>B
λ x.λ y.will0 (oppose0 x)y
<Φ>

(S\NP)/NP
S\NP
S

<

3.2. T YPE -R AISING T. Combinatory grammars also include type-raising rules,
originally proposed in Steedman 1985 but with antecedents in generalized quantifier
theory, which turn arguments into functions over functions-over-such-arguments. These
rules allow arguments to compose, and thereby take part in coordinations like I detest,
and Mary likes, bureaucracy. For example, the following rule allows the conjuncts to
form as below (again, the remainder of the derivation is given in the briefer notation):
(18) Subject Type-raising: (>T)
NP : a ⇒ S/(S\NP) : λ f . f a
6
This principle would follow automatically if we were using the alternative unification-based notation
discussed in note 4 and the composition rule as as it is given in 14.
7
The analysis compresses two applications into a single coordination step labeled <φ >, and begs some
syntactic and semantic questions about the interpretation of modals.

>
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(19)

I

detest

and

(S\NP)/NP (X\X)/X

NP
>T

Mary

likes

bureaucracy

NP
: mary0

(S\NP)/NP
: λ x.λ y.likes0 xy

NP

>T

S/(S\NP)
S/NP

7

S/(S\NP)
: λ f .f mary0
>B

S/NP
: λ x.likes0 x mary0
S/NP

>B

<Φ>
>

S
Rule 18 has an “order-preserving” property. That is, it turns the NP into a rightward
looking function over leftward function, and therefore preserves the linear order of
subjects and predicates specified in the lexicon for the language.
Like composition, type-raising rules are required by the Principle of Combinatory
Transparency (15) to be transparent to semantics. This fact ensures that the raised
subject NP has an appropriate interpretation, and can compose with the verb to produce
a function that can either coordinate with another nonstandard constituent of the same
type or reduce with an object bureaucracy to yield likes’ bureaucracy’ mary’ via a
nonstandard left-branching alternative derivation to (11), delivering the same logical
form.
The latter alternative derivational structures are sometimes misleadingly referred to
as “spuriously” ambiguous (Karttunen 1989), and deprecated as exacerbating the search
problem for the parser. However, any theory of grammar that covers the same range of
coordination phenomena will engender the same degree of nondeterminism in derivation. We return to this question in section 7.
While other solutions to the problem of getting subjects to combine with the transitive verb can readily be imagined, the inclusion of order-preserving type-raising is
essential to the account of coordination afforded by CCG, because it allows sequences
of arguments to compose. We defer discussion of this question until section 3.6, where
we will see that type-raising should be constrained as an essentially lexical operation,
identifiable with the traditional notion of case, whether morphologically marked, as in
Latin and Japanese, or positionally marked or “structural”, as in English.
3.3. S UBSTITUTION S. For reasons that we will come to directly, the following rule
of a type closely related to composition, first proposed by Szabolcsi (1983, 1992) under
the name “connection”, and discussed at length in Steedman 1987, is required for the
analysis of the parasitic gap construction, illustrated in (21):
(20) Backward Crossed Substitution: (<S)
Y/Z : g (X\Y )/Z : f ⇒ X/Y : λ x.( f x)(gx)
(21) I will [[burn]VP/NP [without reading](VP\VP)/NP ]VP/NP [any report longer than
100 pages]NP
3.4. T HE S PACE OF P OSSIBLE C OMBINATORY RULES IN CCG. Rule (20) is of
interest for exploiting all and only the degrees of freedom that are available under the
following universal syntactic projection principles (the term “Principal Functor” refers
to the input functor whose range is the same as the range of the output—in the notation
used above, the functor whose range is X):
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(22) The Principle of Directional Consistency
The inputs to a combinatory rule must be directionally consistent with the
principal functor—if the latter applies to the result of the subordinate fuctor
to the left, it must be rightmost of the inputs, and vice versa.
(23) The Principle of Directional Inheritance
The argument(s) in a function that is the output of a combinatory rule must
be directionally consistent with the corresponding argument(s) in the input
functors—if an argument of the output bears a slash of a given directionality,
all occurrences of that argument in the inputs must bear a slash of the same
directionality.
These rules are pefectly illustrated by Szabolcsi’s rule (20): although the the inputs bear
different “crossing” directionality (which is allowed), the principal functor (X\Y)/Z is
looking for the result Y of the subordinate functor Y/Z to its left, so it is rightmost
(consistency), and the argument Z of the output X/Z bears a rightward slash in both
inputs (inheritance).
The lexical type-raising rules are limited by these principles to the order preserving
cases (30) and (31): raised categories which change word order, such as topics and the
relative pronouns discussed in the next section, have to change the result type.
3.5. E XTRACTION . Since complement-taking verbs like think, VP/S, can in turn
compose with fragments like Mary likes, S/NP, we correctly predict that right-node
raising is unbounded, as in a, below, and also provide the basis for an analyis of the
similarly unbounded character of leftward extraction, as in b:8
(24) a. [ [I detest]S/NP and [you think Mary likes]S/NP ]S/NP [bureaucracy.]NP
b. The bureaucracyN [ [that](N\N)/(S/NP) [you think Mary likes]S/NP ]N\N
(25) a. I will [ [sieze]VP/NP and [burn without reading]VP/NP ]VP/NP
[any
report longer than 100 pages.]NP
b. The reportsN [ [that](N\N)/(S/NP) [I will burn without reading]S/NP ]N\N
3.6. C OORDINATION . This apparatus has been applied to a wide variety of coordination phenomena, including “argument-cluster coordination”, “backward gapping”
and “verb-raising” constructions in a variety of languages by the authors listed in the
introduction. The first of these is relevant to the present discussion, and is illustrated by
the following analysis, from Dowty (1988, cf. Steedman 1985):9
(26) introduce
Bill
to Sue
and
Harry to George
<T

<T

(VP/PP)/NP (VP/PP)\((VP/PP)/NP) VP\(VP/PP) (X\X)/X
VP\((VP/PP)/NP)

<B

VP\((VP/PP)/NP)

<B
<Φ>

VP\((VP/PP)/NP)
VP

<

The important feature of this analysis is that it uses “backward” rules of type-raising
<T and composition <B that are the exact mirror-image of the two “forward” versions introduced as examples 14 and 18, which similarly guarantee that the semantics
of nonstandard constituents like Bill to Sue is such as to reduce appropriately with a
8

See the earlier papers and Steedman (1996, 2000a) for details, including ECP effects and other extraction
asymmetries, and the involvement of similar apparently non-constituent fragments in intonational phrasing.
9
In more recent work, Dowty has disowned this analysis, on the ground that it makes an “intrinsic” use of
logical form to account for binding phenomena. This issue is discussed further in Dowty 1997 and Steedman
1996, and more briefly below.
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ditransitive verb like give. It is in fact a prediction of the theory that such a construction
can exist in English, and its inclusion in the grammar requires no additional mechanism
whatsoever.
The earlier papers show that no other non-constituent coordinations of dativeaccusative NP sequences are allowed in any language with the English verb categories,
given the assumptions of CCG. Thus the following are ruled out in principle, rather than
by stipulation:
(27) a. *Bill to Sue and introduce Harry to George
b. *Introduce to Sue Bill and to George Harry
In English the phenomenon shows up in all constructions that can be assumed to involve
multiple arguments of the same functor:10
(28) a. I introduced Bob to Carol, and Ted to Alice.
b. I saw Thelma yesterday, and Louise the day before.
c. Will Gilbert arrive and George leave?
d. I persuaded Warren to take a bath and Dexter to wash his socks.
e. I promised Mutt to go to the movies and Jeff to go to the play.
f. I told Shem I lived in Edinburgh and Shaun I lived in Philadelphia.
g. I bet Sammy sixpence he would win and Rosie a dollar she would lose.
h. I like Ike and you, Adlai.
A number of related well-known cross-linguistic generalizations first noted by Ross
(1970) concerning the dependency of so-called “gapping” upon lexical word-order are
also captured (see Dowty (1988) and Steedman (1985, 1990, 2000b)). The pattern is
that in languages whose basic clause constituent order subject-verb-object (SVO), the
verb or verb group that goes missing is the one in the right conjunct, and not the one in
the left conjunct. The same asymmetry holds for VSO languages like Irish. However,
SOV languages like Japanese show the opposite asymmetry: the missing verb is in
the left conjunct.11 The pattern can be summarized as follows for the three dominant
constituent orders (asterisks indicate the excluded cases):12
(29) SVO: *SO and SVO SVO and SO
VSO: *SO and VSO VSO and SO
SOV: SO and SOV *SOV and SO
This observation can be generalized to individual constructions within a language: just
about any construction in which an element apparently goes missing preserves canonical word order in an analogous fashion: (26) above is an example of this generalization
holding of a verb-initial construction in English.
Phenomena like the above immediately suggest that all complements of verbs bear
type-raised categories. However, we do not want anything else to type-raise. In particular, we do not want raised categories to raise again, or we risk infinite regress in our
rules. One way to deal with this problem is to explicitly restrict the two type-raising
rules to the relevant arguments of verbs, as follows, a restriction that is a natural expression of the resemblance of type-raising to some generalized form of (nominative,
accusative, etc., morphological or structural) grammatical case—cf. Steedman (1985,
1990).
10

This assumption precludes a small clause analysis of the basic constructions.
A number of apparent exceptions to Ross’s generalization have been noted in the literature and are discussed in Steedman 2000b. Ross’s constraint is there stated in terms of overall order properties of languages
and constructions rather than any notion of “underlying” word order.
12
Languages that order object before subject are sufficiently rare as to apparently preclude a comparable
data set, although any result of this kind would be of immense interest.
11
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(30) Forward Type-raising: (> T)
X : a ⇒ T/(T\X) : λ f . f a
(31) Backward Type-raising: (< T)
X : a ⇒ T\(T/X) : λ f . f a
The other solution is to simply expand the lexicon by incorporating of the raised
categories that these rules define, so that categories like NP have raised categories, and
all functions into such categories, like determiners, have the category of functions into
raised categories.
These two tactics are essentially equivalent, because in some cases we need both
raised and unraised categories for complements. (The argument depends upon the observation that any category that is not a barrier to extraction must bear an unraised
category, and any argument that can take part in argument-cluster coordination must be
raised—cf. Dowty 2003). The correct solution from a linguistic point of view, inasfar
as it captures the fact that some languages appear to lack certain unraised categories
(notably PP and S0 ), is probably the lexical solution. However the restricted rule-based
solution makes derivations easier to read and allows them to take up less space.
Since categories like NP can be raised over a number of different functor categories,
such as predicate, transitive verb, ditransitive verb etc, and since the resulting raised
categories S\(S/NP), (S\NP)\((S\NP)/PP), etc. of NPs, PPs, etc are quite hard to
read, it is sometimes convenient to abbreviate the raised categories as a schema written
NP↑ , PP↑ , etc.13
3.7. G ENERALIZING C OMBINATORY RULES . A number of generalized forms of
the combinatory rules are allowed. We have already noted the need for crossed directionality in rules. Thus for composition we have the following rule allowed under
principles (22) and (23)
(32) Backward Crossed Composition: (>Bx )
Y /Z : g X\Y : f ⇒ X/Z : λ x. f (gx)
This rule allows “heavy NP-shifted” examples like the following:
(33) I will [[go]VP/PP [next Sunday]VP\VP ]VP/PP [to London]PP
We also generalize all composition rules to higher valency in the subordinate input
function, to a small bound equal to the highest valency specified in the lexicon, say ≤ 4,
thus:14
(34) Backward Crossed Second-order Composition: (<B2x )
(Y /Z)/W : g X\Y : f ⇒ (X/Z)/W : λ wλ z. f (gwz)
Such rules allow examples like the following, related to (33)
(35) I shall [[present](VP/PP)/NP [next Sunday]VP\VP ]VP\VP [a prize]PP [to each
winner]PP
The inclusion of crossed second order composition in the theory of grammar allows
unbounded crossing dependency of the kind investigated in Dutch and Zurich German
by Huybregts and Shieber, and is the specific source of greater than CF power in CCG.
The inclusion of crossed combinatory rules means that lexical items must be restricted to avoid overgeneration in fixed word-order languages like English. For exam13
In computational implementations English type-raised categories are usually schematized in this way,
because its word order is sufficiently rigid to allow the statistical parsing model to resolve the ambiguity
locally.
14
If there is no bound on n the expressive power of the system jumps to that of full Indexed Grammar
(Srinivas 1997).
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ple, while adverbial adjuncts can combine with verbs by crossed combination as above,
adnominal adjuncts cannot:
(36) *An [old]N/N [with a limp]N\N man
Accordingly, we follow Hepple (1990); Morrill (1994); Moortgat (1997), and more
specifically Baldridge and Kruijff (2003) in lexically distinguishing the slash-type of
English adnominals and their specifiers as only allowed to combine by non-crossed
rules, writing them as follows:
(37) with := N\ N
Similarly, the coordination category (12) must be rewritten as follows, where the *
modality limits it to only combining via the application rules:
(38) and := (X\ ?X)/?X
This is managed using a simple type-lattice of features on slashes in categories and rules
due to Baldridge, whose details we pass over here (see Steedman and Baldridge 2011).
3.8. F REE W ORD - ORDER . When dealing with the phenomenon of free order, it
may be convenient for some languages to represent some group of arguments of a head
as combining in any order to yield the same semantic result. Following Hoffman (1995)
and Baldridge (2002), if three arguments A, B,C are completely free-order with respect
to a head yielding S, we might write its category as in (a) below. If it requires all three
to the left (right) in any order, we might write the category as in (b (c)). If the head
requires A to the left and the other arguments in any order to the right, we might write
the category as in (d):
(39) a. S{|A, |B, |C}
b. S{\A, \B, \C}
c. S{/A, /B, /C}
d. S{\A, /B, /C}
Braces {. . .} enclose multisets of arguments that can be found in any order in the specified direction. The question then arises of how multisets behave under combinatory
rules such as composition.
Baldridge points out that, to preserve the near context-free expressive power
of CCG, it is crucial to interpret the multiset notation as merely an abbreviation for exhaustive listing of all the ordered categories that would be required
to support the specified orders. (For example, S{\A, \B, \C} abbreviates the set
{((S\A)\B)\C, ((S\A)\C)\B, ((S\B)\A)\C, ((S\B)\C)\A, ((S\C)\A)\B, ((S\C)\B)\A}.)
The combinatory rules, such as the various forms of composition, must then be defined so that they preserve this interpretation, crucially involving the same limit of n ≤ 4
on the degree of generalized composition. Again, we pass over the details here, but if
this constraint is not observed, then the expressive power of the grammar explodes to
that of full indexed grammars (cf. note 14).
Hoyt and Baldridge (2008) use composition as a unary rule to define certain further
linguistically motivated combinatory species, notably those corresponding to Curry’s D
combinator (Wittenburg 1987). All of these rules obey the principles (22) and (23).
3.9. C OMBINATORS AND THE T HEORY OF G RAMMAR . It is important for any
theory to keep its intrinsic degrees of freedom as low as possible with respect to the
degrees of freedom in the data it seeks to explain. In the case of the theory of grammar,
this means limiting the set of languages covered or generated to the smallest “natural
family of languages” that includes all and only the possible human languages. That set
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is known to lie somewhere between the context-free and context-sensitive levels of the
Chomsky Hierarchy. Since most phenomena of natural language look context-free, the
lower end of that vast range is the region to aim for.
Quite simple systems of combinators, including the typed BTS system that underlies CCG, are, in the absence of further restriction, equivalent to the simply typed λ calculus—that is, to unconstrained recursively enumerable systems. It is the universal
restrictive “projection principles” (22) and (23), together with the restriction of generalized composition Bn and X in the coordination category schema (X\X)/X in (12) to
a bound on valency tentatively set at n ≤ 4, that crucially restricts the (weak) expressive
power of CCG to the same low level as tree-adjoining grammars (TAG, Joshi 1988)
and linear indexed grammars (LIG, Gazdar 1988) (Vijay-Shanker and Weir 1994). This
level is the least more expressive natural family of languages that is known than context
free grammars.
This “nearly context-free” class is very much less expressive than the very properly
sub-context-sensitive” classes such as full indexed grammars (IG, Aho 1968, 1969),
n
which can express “non-constant growth” languages like a2 , and full linear contextfree rewriting systems (LCFRS, Weir 1988), also known as multiple context free grammars (MCFG). The latter are shown by Kanazawa and Salvati 2012 to include the total
scrambling language MIX, and have been argued by Stabler 2011 to characterize Chomskian Minimalist Grammars.
A word is in order on the relation of the “nearly context-free” formalisms CCG,
TAG, and LIG. While weakly equivalent, they belong to different branches of the (extended) Chomsky hierarchy. Weir showed that the natural generalization of TAG is
to full LCFRS/MCFG, while the natural generalization of CCG is to full IG. LCFRS
and IG do not stand in an inclusion relation, although both are very properly contained
in—that is, very much less expressive than—full context sensitive grammars, which
for practical purposes are essentially as expressive as recursively enumerable systems
(Savitch 1987).
This low expressive power brings a proof of polynomial parsability (Vijay-Shanker
and Weir 1994), the significance of which is that standard “divide and conquer” contextfree parsing algorithms readily generalize to CCG and the related formalisms. This
fact, together with its semantic transparency, is the key to the widespread uptake of
CCG in computational linguistic applications, particularly those which require semantic
interpretation and/or accuracy with long-range dependencies, such as semantic parsing,
question answering, and text entailment (see below).
In considering the rival merits and attractions of some of the alternative forms of
CG considered below, it is worth keeping in mind the question of whether they are
comparable constrained in expressive power and complexity.
4. C ATEGORIAL G RAMMARS WITH WRAP C OMBINATORY RULES . Categories
like (8) exhibit a pleasing transparency between the syntactic type (S\NP)/NP and
the logical form λ xλ y.likes0 xy: both functions want the object as first argument and the
subject as last argument, reflecting the binding asymmetry below in the fact that the
subject commands (is attached higher than) the object:
(40) a. Johni likes himselfi .
b. #Himselfi likes Johni .
(Indeed, in such cases the λ -binding in the logical form is redundant: we could just
write it as likes0 .)
However, similar binding asymmetries like the following are not so simple:
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(41) a. I introduced Johni to himselfi .
b. #I introduced himselfi to Johni .
If we want to continue to capture the binding possibilities in terms of command, then we
need to amke a choice. If we want to retain the simple surface compositional account
of extraction and coordination proposed in sections 3.5 and 3.6 shall need a category
like the following for the ditransitive, in which derivational command and logical form
command are no longer homomorphic:
(42) introduced := ((S\NP)/PP)/NP : λ nλ pλ y.introduced0 pny
This category captures the asymmetry in (41) in the fact that the first NP argument
n lf-commands the second PP argument p in the logical form introduced0 pny, despite
the fact that the former commands the latter in the derivation according to the syntactic
type. As a consequence, we can no longer eliminate the explicit λ -binding logical form,
and if binding theory asymmetries like (41) are to be explained in terms of command, it
cannot be derivational command, but must be commmand at the level of logical form.
This use of logical form should not been seen as proliferating levels of representation
in the theory of grammar, as Dowty has suggested. In such versions of CG, logical form
is the only structural level of representation: no rule of syntax or semantics is defined
in terms of derivation structure.
If on the other hand we wish to continue to account for such binding asymmetries
in terms of derivational command, maintaining strict isomorphism between syntactic
and semantic types in ditransitive categories like (42), and eliminating any distinction
between derivational structure and logical form, as Bach, Dowty, and Jacobson, among
others, have argued, we need a different category for introduced, taking the PP as its
first most oblique argument, and the NP as its second.
(43) introduced := ((S\NP)/RW NP)/PP : λ pλ nλ y.introduced00 pny
We must also introduce a further combinatory family of “wrapping” rules that “infix”
the second string argument as first argument, as in (44), marking the second argument
of the syntactic type of English polytransitive verbs for combination by such a rule, as
in (43):15
(44) Right Wrap: (>RW )
(X/RW Y)/Z : f Y : a Z : b ⇒ X : f ba
Bach (1979), Jacobson (1992), and Dowty (1997) have strongly advocated the inclusion
of wrap rules and categories in CG, both empirically on the basis of a wide variety of
constructions in a number of languages, and on grounds of theoretical parsimony, based
on the fact that all logical forms in categories and rules like (43) and (44) are eliminable,
and derivation structure is the only level of representation in the theory.
There can be no doubt of the empirical strength of the generalization that the linear
order of arguments in verb-initial constructions is typically the inverse of that required
for the command theory of binding. However, the argument from parsimony is less
conclusive. Dowty’s claim seems to be that the naive category (42) makes an intrinsic
use of logical form to switch the order of application to the arguments. However, this
operation is entirely local to the lexicon, and therefore seems entirely equivalent to
the same information implicit in the syntactic category inclusion of wrap categories
like (43) in place of (42), together with wrap rules like (44) engenders considerable
complication in the syntactic theory. In particular, the simple and elegant account of
15
Such rules correspond to Curry and Feys 1958 combinator C. There are actually a number of ways that
wrap might be written as a combinatory rule, and it is not always clear from the literature which is assumed.
I follow the categorial notation of Bach (1979) and Jacobson (1992).
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constituent cluster coordination as a necessary corollary prediction in the BST system
including type-raising and composition alone, exemplified earlier by (26), is no longer
available in a combinatory grammar including rule (44) (see Dowty 1997 for a very
clear exposition of the difficulty).
Dowty has proposed a number of solutions to this problem, including an “ID/LP”
version of categorial grammar (Dowty 1996), following Zwicky (1986), in which combination (Immediate Domination ID) is discontinuous, and is filtered by constraints
on order (Linear Precedence, LP). Dowty (1997) shows how a multimodal categorial
grammar of a kind discussed in the next section can be extended with uninterpreted
structural rules of permutation triggered by typed string concatenation operators, (The
latter are reminiscent of the product operator used by Pickering and Barry (1993) as
an alternative to composition and type-raising for making argument clusters like “Bill
to Sue” into constituents.) Dowty’s grammar captures the full range of constructions
addressed in standard CCG, including crossed dependency and argument cluster coordination. However, the theoretical difficulties are considerable, and the details must
be passed over here. It remains unclear whether structural rules and product operators
can be made to force Ross’ generalization (29) in the straightforward way that CCG
restricted to BTS combinatory rules does.
5. L AMBEK G RAMMARS . Despite a superficially similar categorial slash notation,
Lambek Grammars constitute a quite different approach to the extension of the pure
Categorial Grammar of Ajdukiewicz (1935) and Bar-Hillel (1953), building on the
view of Categorial Grammar as a logic initiated by Lambek (1958, 1961). This approach treats the categorial slash as a form of (linear) logical implication, for which the
antecedent-canceling application rules perform the role of modus ponens.16
Lambek’s contribution was to add further logical axioms of associativity, productformation, and division, from which harmonic composition and order-preserving type
raising emerge as theorems (although crossing composition and the S combinator do
not). The resulting calculus was widely assumed to be weakly equivalent to contextfree grammar, although the involvement of an axiom schema in its definition meant
that the actual proof of the equivalence was not forthcoming until the work of Pentus
(1993). (In fact, the original Lambek calculus supports essentially the same analysis
of unbounded dependency as context-free GPSG, but with the advantage of semantic
isomorphism.) Paradoxically, despite CF equivalence, the original context-free calculus
lacks a polynomial-time recognition algorithm, because the mapping to equivalent CF
grammars that would afford such an algorithm is not itself polynomial, a result that was
also widely anticipated but hard to prove, until Pentus (2003) proved that as well.
5.1. P REGROUP G RAMMARS . Partly in response, Lambek (2001) has recently proposed Pregroup Grammar as a simpler context-free base for type-based grammars. Like
LG, pregroup grammars (PG) are context-free (Buszkowski 2001), but they have a polynomial conversion to CFG (Buszkowski and Moroz 2008). They inherit the associative
property of LG of combining the English subject and transitive verb as a single operation, rather than tediously requiring two successive operations of type raising and
composition. While Pregroup Grammar thereby obscures the relation between type
16

The attraction of viewing grammars as logics rather than combinatory algebras or calculi seems to be that
they then support a model theory that can be used as a basis for proofs of soundness and completeness of the
syntax. It should be noticed that such a logic and model theory is distinct from the standard logic implicit in
the applicative semantics for the categorial grammar itself or the corresponding set of standard context-free
productions.
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raising and grammatical case, the associativity operator obeys the Principles of Adjacency, Consistency, and Inheritance defined above, and is definable in terms of the combinators B and T. It could therefore be consistently incorporated in CCG grammar or
parser, if so desired, without losing the advantages of the latter’s mildly trans-contextfree expressive power.
Pregroup grammars are so called because of the involvement of free pregroups as
a mathematical structure in their definition. Kobele and Kracht (2005) show that one
natural generalization of pregroup grammars defined in terms of all pregroups and allowing the empty string symbol generates all recursively enumerable languages—that
is, is equivalent to the universal Turing machine. Tupled Pregroup Grammars, a more
constrained generalization of context-free Pregroup Grammars by Stabler (2004a,b),
have been shown to be weakly equivalent to Set-Local MC-TAG, the Multiple ContextFree Grammars (MCFGs) of Seki et al. (1991), and the Minimalist Grammars of Stabler
and Keenan (2003). Such calculi are, as noted earlier, much more expressive than CCG
and TAG, being equivalent to full LCFRS. Their learnability is investigated by Béchet
et al. (2007).
Other generalizations of the original Lambek calculi include Abstract Categorial Grammar (de Groote 2001; de Groote and Pogodalla 2004), Lambda Grammar
(Muskens 2007), Convergent Grammar (CVG) (de Groote et al., forthcoming), and the
Lambek-Grishin calculus or Symmetric Categorial Grammar (Moortgat 2007, 2009).
The expressive power of these systems seems likely to be also that of full LCFRS.
5.2. C ATEGORIAL T YPE L OGIC . In a separate development from the original Lambek calculi, Moortgat (1988a) and van Benthem (1988) importantly showed that simply
adding further axioms such as permutation or crossing composition to the Lambek calculus causes it (unlike CCG) to collapse into permutation completeness. Instead, they
and Oehrle (1988) proposed to extend the Lambek calculus using “structural rules” and
typed slashes of the kind originated by Hepple (1990) and discussed in section 3.7,
to control associativity and permutativity. Specific proposals of this kind include Hybrid Logical Grammar (Hepple 1990, 1995), Type-Logical Grammars (Morrill 1994,
2011; Carpenter 1997), Term-Labeled Categorial Type Systems (Oehrle 1994), TypeTheoretical Grammars (Ranta 1994), Multimodal Categorial Grammar (Moortgat 1997,
Carpenter 1995, Moot and Puite 2002; Moot and Retoré 2012, cf. Baldridge 2002).
Carpenter and Baldridge showed that the Type-Logical Categorial Grammars were
potentially very expressive indeed. TLG thus provides the general framework for comparing categorial systems of all kinds, including CCG (Baldridge and Kruijff 2003).
6. S EMANTICS IN C ATEGORIAL G RAMMARS . Although the primary appeal of categorial grammars since Montague derives from the aforementioned close relation between categorial derivation and semantic interpretation, there is a similar diversity in
theories of the exact nature of the mapping from categorial syntax and semantics to
that concerning the exact nature of the syntactic operations themselves. The main focus
of disagreement is on the question of whether a representational level of logical form
distinct from syntactic derivational structure is involved or not.17
Montague himself was somewhat divided on this question. In Montague 1970a,b he
17
Montague’s stern use of the word “proper” in his 1973 title may have reflected the fact that his treatment
of quantified terms like Every Syren and a song assigned them the type of proper nouns like John and she
under the Description Theory of of Russell and Frege. The implication that other treatments were somehow
improper may have been a donnish pun. This possibility is not always appreciated by those who proliferate
titles in semantics of the form “The Proper Treatment of X”.
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argued that there was no logical reason why natural languages, any more than formal
logical languages, should have more than one representational level. However, in 1973,
he included operations such as “quantifying in” that made apparently essential use of
logical form via operations with no surface syntactic reflex. The literature since Montague has similarly followed two diverging paths, which I will distinguish as “sacred”
and “profane”.18
The sacred path usually adhered to by Partee, Dowty, Jacobson, Hendriks, and Szabolci follows the Montague of 1970 in assuming a standard logic such as first-order
(modal) predicate logic (FOPL) as the language of thought or logical form, and seeking
to eliminate 1973-style intrinsic use of logical form by elaborating the notion of syntactic derivation via various additional combinators, such as wrapping, type-lowering, and
specialized binding combinators. The official name for this sacred approach is “Direct
Surface Compositionality”: it seeks to eliminate logical form and make derivation the
sole structural level of representation.19
Because phenomena like the dependency of bound variable pronouns in (1d) tend
to be much less restricted than strictly syntactic dependencies like relativisation, the
sacred approach has in practice shown itself quite willing to abandon the search for low
expressive power in surface syntax characteristic of GPSG and CCG. There is a natural
affinity between the sacred approach to semantics and the more expressive forms of
Lambek and Type-Logical grammars, although Carpenter 1997 combines Morrill’s type
logical syntax with an essentially profane semantics.
The profane approach follows the opposite strategy. If the chosen representation for
logical form appears to require non-monotonic structure-changing operations such as
quantifier-raising and quantifying-in (or extraneous equivalent type-changing derivational operations), then there must just be something wrong in the choice of logical
representation. The logical language itself should be changed, perhaps by eliminating
quantifiers and introducing discourse referents (Kamp and Reyle 1993) and referring
expressions (Fodor and Sag 1982), or Skolem terms (Kratzer 1998; Steedman 1999,
2012; Schlenker 2006) in their place. If pronoun binding obeys none of the same generalizations as syntactic derivation, do it non-derivationally (Steedman 2012). It is surface
derivation that should be eliminated as a representational level. In fact there may be
very many derivation structures yielding the same logical form. There is a close affinity
between the profane approach to semantics and computational linguistics.
In the end, the difference between these two approaches may not be very imporant,
since they agree on the principle that there should be only one level of structural representation, and differ only on its relation to surface derivation. Nevertheless, they have
in practice led to radically different semantic theories. We will consider them briefly in
turn.
6.1. T HE S ACRED A PPROACH : D IRECT S URFACE C OMPOSITIONALITY. The sacred approach to semantics differs from the profane in making the following assumptions:
1. Surface derivational structure is the only representational level in the theory of
grammar corresponding to logical form and supporting a model theoretic semantics.
18

Of course, I am exaggerating the differences for mnemonic reasons. Most of us combine both traits.
If all one wants to do with a logic is prove truth in a model, then structural representation itself can
technically be eliminated entirely, in favor of direct computation over models. But if you want to do more
general inference, then in practice you need some structural representation.
19
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2. No other representation of logical form is necessary to the theory of grammar,
and any use of logical formulae to represent meanings distinct from derivation
structures is a mere notational convenience.
Dowty (1979), Partee and Rooth (1983), Szabolcsi (1989), Chierchia (1988), Hendriks (1993), Jacobson (1999), Barker (2002), Jäger (2005), and colleagues follow
Montague in seeking to extend categorial grammar to the problem of operator semantics, including pronoun-binding by quantifiers, exemplified in the following:
(45) a. Every sailori believes every Syren j knows hei heard her j
b. Every sailori believes every Syren j knows she j saw himi
As noted in the introduction, such examples show that bound variable pronouns are free
to nest or cross dependencies with quantificational binders. Such dependencies are also
immune to the island boundaries that block relativization, of which the fixed subject
condition illustrated in (46).
(46) a. Every sailori believes that hei won.
b. #A Syren who(m) every sailori believes that woni
Following Szabolcsi (1989), these authors seek to bring pronoun binding within the
same system of combinatory projection from the lexicon as syntactic dependency. Jacobson (1999; 2007:203-4) assigns pronouns the category of a nominal syntactic and
semantic identity function, with which the verb can compose. However, instead of writing something like NP|NP : λ x.x as the category for “him” she writes NP{NP} : λ x.x.20
Constituents of the type of verbs can be subject to a unary form of composition or
“division”, which she calls the Geach Rule.21
For example, intransitive “won” S\NP can acquire a further category S{NP} \NP{NP} :
λ iλ y.won0 y. Such Geached types can combine with a pronoun (or any NP NP{NP} containing a pronoun, such as “his mother” or “a man he knows”) by function composition,
so that “he won” yields the category S{NP} : λ y.won0 y rather than the standard category
S : won0 him0 .22
Constituents of the same type as verbs can also undergo a unary combinatory
rule which Jacobson calls z. For example, “believes” (S\NP)/S : λ sλ y.believes0 sy
can become (S\NP)/S{NP} : λ pλ y.believes0 (py)y, which on application to “he won”,
S{NP} : λ y.won0 y, yields “believes he won”, S\NP : λ y.believes0 (won0 y)y. This predicate can combine as the argument of the standard generalized quantifier category for
“Every sailor”, S/(S\NP) : λ p.∀y[sailor0 y ⇒ believes0 (py)y], to yield:
(47) Every sailor believes he won S : ∀y[sailor0 y ⇒ believes0 (won0 y)y]
However, the freedom of multiple pronouns to either nest or intercalate bindings to
scoping quantifiers, as in (45), coupled with the fact that binding may be into and out of
strong islands such as English subject position, as in (46a), means that Jacobson’s binding categories X {Y ...} have to form a separate parallel combinatory categorial system. It
is not easy to see who to combine these two combinatory systems in a single grammar
without exploding the category type system. Jacobson 1999:105,n.19 in fact proposes
to give up the CCG account of extraction entirely, and to revert to something like the
GPSG account (although it is known to be incomplete—see Gazdar 1988).
20
Jacobson does not usually include set-delimiting braces {. . .} in her notation for categories including
bindable pronouns, but sentences like (45) show that in general these superscripts are composable (multi)sets.
21
The unary Geach rule is implicitly schematized as unary Bn along lines exemplified for (34).
22
Jacobson η-reduces the redundant abstraction in terms like λ y.won0 y to e.g. won0 , but in the absence of
explicit types (as in won0he,ti ) I let it stand as more intelligible.
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Similar problems attend attempts to treat quantifier scope via surface syntactic derivation. There is a temptation to think that the “object wide scope” reading of the following scope-ambiguous sentence (a) arises from a derivation in which a type-raised object
S\(S/NP) : λ p.∃x[woman x∧ p x] derivationally commands the nonstandard constituent
S/NP : λ y.∀z[man z ⇒ loves yz] to yield S : ∃x[woman x ∧ ∀z[man z ⇒ loves xz]] (eg.
Bernardi 2002:22).
(48) a. Every man loves a woman.
b. Every man loves and every boy fears a woman.
However, (48b) has only the object c-command derivation. Yet it undoubtedly has a
narrow scope reading involving possibly different women. If scope is to be handled by
derivational command we therefore have to follow Hendriks (1993) in introducing otherwise syntactically unmotivated type-lowering operations, with attendant restrictions
to ensure that they do not then raise again to yield unattested mixed-scope readings,
such as the one in which men love possibly different narrow scope women, and boys all
fear the same wide scope woman.
Solutions to all of these problems have been proposed by Hendriks, Jacobson, and
Jäger, and in the continuation-based combinatory theory of Barker (2001) and Shan and
Barker (2006), but it is not yet clear whether they can be overcome without compromising the purely syntactic advantages of CG with respect to, for example, extraction. If
not, there is some temptation to consider binding and scope as distinctively anaphoric
properties of logical form that are orthogonal to syntactic derivation, as is standard in
logic proper and in programming language theory.
6.2. T HE P ROFANE A PPROACH : NATURAL S EMANTICS . The profane approach
to semantics haas been called “natural semantics,” in homage to Lakoff’s 1970 proposal for a natural logic underlying the Generative Semantics approach to the theory of
grammar in the early seventies, of which Partee (1970) was an early categorial exponent. The proposal was influentially taken up by Sánchez Valencia (1991, 1995) and
Dowty (1994) within categorial frameworks, and extended elsewhere by MacCartney
and Manning (2007). Natural semantics departs from the sacred approach, and from
other proposals within generative semantics of that period, in three important respects.
1. Logical form is the only representational level in the theory of grammar supporting a model-theoretic semantics.
2. Surface-syntactic derivation is not a level of representation in the theory of grammar, and does not require or support a model theory distinct from that of logical
form. It is merely a description of the computation by which a language processor
builds (or expresses) a logical form from (or as) a string of a particular language,
and is entirely redundant with respect to interpretation or realization of meaning.
3. The language of natural logical form should not be expected to be anything like
traditional logics such as FOPL, invented by logicans and mathematicians for
very different purposes. The sole source of information we have as to the nature
of this “hidden” language of thought is linguistic form, under the strong assumption of syntactic/semantic homomorphism shared by all categorial grammarians.
The profane natural approach to semantics therefore questions the core assumption
of Lambek and Type Logical approaches that surface syntax is itself a logic. By the
same token, natural semantics questions the core assumption of Direct Surface Compositionality concerning the redundancy of logical form. It is derivational structure that is
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semantically redundant, not logical form. If keeping derivation simple requires lexical
logical forms to wrap derivational arguments, as in (42), then let them do so (Carpenter
1997:437). If the attested possibilities for quantifier scope alternation do not seem to be
compatible with any simple account of derivation, then replace generalized quantifiers
with devices that simplify derivations, such as referring expressions or Skolem terms
(Steedman 2012).
There have been recent signs of a rapprochement between these views. Jacobson
(2002:60) points out that the use of WRAP rules in some combinatory versions of
CG demands structural information that is exactly equivalent to that in the profane
λ -binding category (42) and Dowty’s 1997 concatenation modalities. Dowty (1996,
drafted around 1991;2007) has drawn a distinction following Curry (1961) between
a level of “tectogrammatics”, defining the direct compositional interpretation of the
equivalent of logical form, and one of “phenogrammatics”, equivalent to surface derivation. Dowty 2007:58-60 regards the responsibiity for defining the ways phenogrammatical syntax can “encode” tectogrammatical structure as a question for psycholinguistics,
as concerning a processor which he seems to view as approximate and essentially related to what used to be called performance. These are clear and welcome signs of
convergence between these extremes. Perhaps, as is often the case in human affairs, the
sacred and the profane are quite close at heart.
7. C OMPUTATIONAL AND P SYCHOLINGUISTIC A PPLICATIONS . It is unfashionable nowadays for linguistic theories to concern themselves with performance. Moreover, most contemporary psychological and computational models of natural language
processing return the compliment by remaining ostentatiously agnostic concerning linguistic theories of competence.
Nevertheless, one should never forget that linguistic competence and performance
must come into existence together, as a package deal in evolutionary and developmental
terms. The theory of syntactic competence should therefore ultimately be transparent
to the theory of the processor. One of the attractions of categorial grammars is that they
support a very direct relation between competence grammars and performance parsers.
The central problems for practical language processing by humans or by machine
are twofold. First, natural language grammars are very large, involving thousands of
constructions. (The lexicon derived from section 02-21 of the categorial CCGbank
version of the 1M-word Penn Wall Street journal corpus (Hockenmaier and Steedman
2007) contains 1224 distinct category types, of which 417 only appear once, and is
known to be incomplete.)
Second, natural grammars are hugely ambiguous. As a result, quite unremarkable
sentences of the kind routinely encountered in an even moderately serious newspaper
have thousands of syntactically well-formed analyses. (The reason that human beings
are rarely aware that a sentence has more than a single analysis is that nearly all of the
other analyses are semantically anomalous, especially when the context of discourse is
taken into account.)
The past few years have shown that ambiguity of this degree can be handled practically in parsers of comparable coverage and robustness to humans, by the use of statistical models, and in particular those that approximate semantics by modeling semantically relevant head-dependency probabilities such as those between verbs and the
nouns that head their (subject, object, etc.) arguments (Hindle and Rooth 1993; Magerman 1995; Collins 1997). Head-word dependencies compile into the model a powerful
mixture of syntactic, semantic, and world-dependent regularities that can be amazingly
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effective in reducing search.23
Categorial grammars of the kinds discussed here were initially expected to be poorly
adapted to practical parsing, because of the additional derivational ambiguity introduced by the nonstandard constituency discussed at the end of section 3.2. However,
a number of algorithmic solutions minimizing redundant combinatory derivation have
been discovered (König 1994; Eisner 1996; Hockenmaier and Bisk 2010).
Doran and B. Srinivas (2000),Hockenmaier and Steedman (2002), Hockenmaier
(2003, 2006), Clark and Curran (2004), and Auli and Lopez (2011a,b,c) have shown
that CCG can be applied to wide-coverage, robust parsing with state-of-the-art performance. Granroth-Wilding (2013) has successfully applied CCG and related statistical
parsing methods to the analysis of musical harmonic progression. Birch et al. (2007)
Hassan et al. (2009) and Mehay and Brew (2012) have used CCG categories and parsers
as models for statistical machine translation.
Prevost (1995) applied the nonstandard surface structures of CCG to the control of
prosody and intonation in synthesis of spoken English from information-structured semantics. White (2006) extended this to efficient sentence realization for CCG, while
Kruijff-Korbayová et al. (2003) have applied CCG in dialog generation. Gildea and
Hockenmaier (2003) and Boxwell et al. (2009, 2010) have applied CCG to and with
Semantic Role Labeling.
Briscoe (2000), Buszkowski and Penn (1990) and Kanazawa (1998) discuss learnability of categorial grammars, while Villavicencio (2002, 2011), Buttery (2004, 2006),
McConville (2006), Zettlemoyer and Collins (2005, 2007), Kwiatkowski et al. (2010,
2011, 2012), and Krishnamurthy and Mitchell (2012) have exploited the semantic transparency of CCG to model semantic parsing and grammar induction from pairs of strings
and logical forms, as a model of child language acquisition in humans. Piantadosi et al.
(2008) have used CCG to model acquisition of quantifier semantics.
Pereira (1990) applied a unification-based version of Lambek Grammar to the derivation of quantifier scope alternation. Bos and Markert (2005a,b, 2006) and Zamansky
et al. (2006) have applied DRT-semantic CCG and Lambek Grammars to text entailment, while Harrington and Clark (2007, 2009) have used a CCG parser to build semantic networks for large-scale question answering, using spreading activation to limit
search and update. Indeed, the main current obstacle to further progress in computational applications is the lack of labeled data for inducing bigger lexicons and models
for stronger parsers, a problem to which unsupervised or semisupervised learning methods appear to offer the only realistic chance of an affordable solution. The latter methods have been applied to categorial grammars by Watkinson and Manandhar (1999);
Thomforde (2013) and Boonkwan (2013).
Grefenstette et al. (2011), Grefenstette and Sadrzadeh (2011), and Kartsaklis et al.
(2013) propose an application of Pregroup Grammars to compositional assembly of
vector-based distributional semantic interpretations (cf. Mitchell and Lapata 2008).
Lewis and Steedman (2013) propose a different form of distributional semantics for
open-class words in CCG based on paraphrase clustering, and apply it to text entailment
tasks.
Multimodal and Type-Logical Categorial Grammars support the notion of “proof
nets” (Moortgat 1997; Moot and Puite 2002), related to an earlier idea of “count invariance”, which has been applied in wide coverage parsing in the Grail system by Moot
(2010), Moot and Retoré (2012). Morrill (2000, 2011) seeks to model “garden-path”
23
The two main varieties of statistical model, the probabilistic/generative and the weighted/discriminative,
are discussed by Smith and Johnson (2007)..
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phenomena and other aspects of human psycholinguistic performance algorithmically
using proof nets, exploiting the potential of generalized categorial grammars to deliver
incremental predominantly left-branching analyses supporting semantic interpretation.
8. C ONCLUSION . Categorial grammars of all kinds have attractive properties for
theoretical and descriptive linguists, psycholinguists, and computational linguists, because of their strict lexicalization of all language-specific information, and the consequent simplicity of the interface that they offer between syntactic derivation and compositional semantics on the one hand, and parsing algorithms and the statistical and
head dependency-based parsing models that support robust wide-coverage natural language processing on the other. The non-standard notion of surface derivational structure
that they offer is particularly beneficial in the cross-linguistic analysis of coordination,
extraction, and intonation structure.
F URTHER R EADING . Lyons 1968 includes an early and far-seeing introduction to
pure categorial grammar and its potential role in theoretical linguistics. Wood 1993 provides a balanced survey of historical and early modern approaches. Buszkowski et al.
1988, Oehrle et al. 1988, and Casadio and Lambek 2008 provide useful collections of
research articles, the former reprinting a number of historically significant earlier papers. Moortgat 1997, Steedman and Baldridge 2011, Lambek 2008, Morrill 2011, Moot
and Retoré 2012, and Bozşahin 2012 are more specialized survey articles and monographs on some of the contemporary varieties of categorial grammar discussed above,
often with comparisons across approaches. Partee 1976, Dowty 1979, and Barker
and Jacobson 2007 represent (mostly) sacred approaches to semantics within categorial grammar, while Carpenter 1997 and Steedman (2012) represent the unabashedly
profane.
A number of open-source computational linguistic tools for CCG applications are
available at http://groups.inf.ed.ac.uk/ccg/software.html and via SourceForge at http://openccg.sourceforge.net The categorial CCGbank version of
the Penn WSJ treebank is available from the Linguistic Data Consortium (Hockenmaier
and Steedman 2005) and has been improved by James Curran. Hockenmaier has developed a German CCGbank (Hockenmaier 2006). The Grail type-logical parser and related resources are available at http://www.labri.fr/perso/moot/grail3.html.
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